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Abstract

Exact solutions for elastic compressional and shear waves scattered from a homogeneous sphere

are used to obt tin formulas for velocity and attenuation of plane waves propagating through a layer

of randomly distributed inclusions. Analytical expressions are obtained for the mean transmitted

wave and fluctuations in its amplitude and phase over the complete range of frequencies. The size

and contrast of the inclusions are arbitrary, but interactions between scatterers are not considered

and the concentration of scatterers is assumed to be small. The results are compared with effec-

tive media expressions for velocities in the low frequency limit. The analytical solutions are also

compared with numerical simulations and it is demonstrated that they satisfactorily explain the

effects of scattering on both the mean and variance of the phase and the mean and variance of the

attenuation for all frequencies. The need for spatial averaging of observational data and methods

of interpreting such averaged data in terms of the material properties of the scattering medium are

discussed.
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1 Introduction

The problem of elastic wave propagation through heterogeneous media is encountered in numerous

disciplines. It has been particularly important in the discipline of seismology because the earth is
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heterogeneous on a broad range of scales, and so a variety of different approaches to this problem

have been developed. For a medium heterogeneous in only one dimension the problem is essentially

solved because exact solutions exist, although even in this situation the process of estimating and

describing the heterogeneity in realistic applications commonly introduces approximations. For

media heterogeneous in two or three dimensions the problem is much more profound, as it is

necessary to (combine approximate solutions of the wave equations with approximate descriptions

of the media, and understanding when a particular set of approximations is valid is not a simple

matter.

Because of the complexity of heterogeneity within the earth, it is typically modeled as a random

medium in which the effects of the heterogeneity upon elastic waves is treated in a statistical sense.

Chernov (1960) was one

scalar wave propagation

of

in

See for example Aki (1969,

the first to adopt

obtaining results

1973, 1980), ~U

this description of the medium and then assumed

that have been used in a variety of applications.

(1982), Sato (1982a, 1982b), and Flattk and Wu

(1988). Another common approach is to use the Born approximation in which it is assumed that

the perturbations in the elastic wave parameters are linearly related to the perturbations in the

medium. For examples of this approach see Knopoff and Hudson (1964, 1967), Hudson (1968, 1977),

Sato (1984, 1!990), Wu and Aki (1985a, 1985b), Wu (1989, 1994), and Li and Hudson (1995, 1997).

While these various approaches to the problem of wave propagation in heterogeneous media have

been successful in certain applications, they are accompanied by important limitations which can

raise questions about the validity and generality of the results. Examples of such limitations are the

lack of conversions between modes of propagation, the failure to conserve energy, or the inability to

handle strong contrasts in material properties. It is the purpose of this paper to present a method

of handling wave propagation in

limitations.

three-dimensional heterogeneous media which avoids some of these



The basic approach followed in thk paper is to treat the wave propagation process as a series

of forward scattering problems. The medium is described as a random distribution of scatterers,

where the size, material properties, and density of scatterers can vary. For the case where the

scatterers are spherical and homogeneous, exact solutions for the single scattering process are used,

but multiple scattering effects are only partly included. The use of these exact scattering solutions

allows a complete treatment of mode conversions between P and S waves and arbitrary strong

contrasts in material properties. They also provide the starting point for deriving low-frequency

and high-frequency asymptotic solutions that can be compared with other approximate solutions.

2 Scattering by a single inclusion

It is necessary to first review some of the results from single scattering theory. These will be taken

primarily from Korneev and Johnson (1993a, 1993b, 1996). Consider a homogeneous material with

elastic parameters and density given by A2 - A , p2 s p , p2 = p. Velocities and wavenumbers for

P and S waves, plus a velocity ratio, are defined by

where u is angular frequency. At the origin of the coordinate system is a homogeneous inclusion

having material properties Al , pl , pl, which are in general different from those of the surrounding

material.

Consider a simple harmonic plane wave propagating in the direction of the positive z axis of a

rectangular coordinate system (z, y, z).

idiimo=~oe , u~O = &u~O = ii~ e—ikm z
(1)

Here the index m = p,s denotes either an incident P wave (m = p, Vm = VP, iim = 2) or an

incident S wave, (m = S, v~ = v~, ii~ = k).
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Thepresence of theinclusion causes a&sturbance of the incident wave which is described by

the scattered field u~(~,d,+). Thus thetotal field outside of the scatterer has the form

Um = Um. + U:(T, 6, ~) (2)

Here a spherical coordinate system ( r, 6, ~ ) having the same origin as the rectangular coordinate

system has been introduced. The scattered field may be expressed as a sum

U:(?’, 9,,#) = Ump(?’,6, #) + wns(~,~,+) (3)

of scattered P and scattered S waves, which in. the far field approximation have the forms

~-ikp(r–z)
U~p(T, t),q+)= Umo&np(e, 4) ~ (4a)

~–iks(r–z)

Um.(T, 61,+) = u~OA~$(O, #) ~ (4b)

Note that in the far field the scattering function A~P(O, ~) is polarized along i and orthogonal to

A~~(O, +) so that (Amp . Am,) = O. Because of this, the change in the incident wave amplitude

due to the interaction with a single inclusion can be expressed

~–ikm(r–z)
Au~) = (u~ – u~o) “ % = wn.[A~n(o, Wlcm ~

as

(5)

where cm denotes the principal far field

geometry described above, cm = z for an

component associated with the wave index m. For the

incident 1? wave and cm = z for an incident S wave.

We also n(eed a result relating the total energy in the scattered field to the forward scattered

amplitude having the polarization of the incident wave, known as a forward scattering theorem or

an optical theorem. Let l?~O be the energy flux per unit area averaged over one period and let $21

be a closed spherical surface of unit radius surrounding the inclusion. Then it is easy to show that

the scattering cross sections related to the energy clf the incident P and S waves are given by

J’:, _
(7p G-— —

/( @PP(%4 )12+ Y lAp4W12) 4 = –:~~ {[&(o, O)lz}
Fpo Q1 P

F’. 1
~ ~, (1%(6, @)12+ ‘r l&s(W) 12) ~fh = -:~~ {[AJO, 0)].}fl’=~~=—

F~,,

(6a)

(6b)
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3 Scattering by a layer of inclusions

Consider a thin slab extending to infinity perpendicular to the z axis between z and z + Az.

Inclusions having the same size, shape, and elastic properties are uniformly distributed within this

slab with a density of N(z), the number of inclusions per unit volume (Figure 1). The average

effect upon a plane wave propagating through this slab is obtained by summing up the effects of

all the individual inclusions (equation (5))

cow
Ati~(z + Az) = Az /1 IV(z) Au#(z, y, z)dzdv

mm

= AzlV(z)tim(z) /@w /“’’’jA~@, #)]C~e-ik;(’-z) dzd~

It is assumed in writing the above expression that the size and density of the inclusions is smidl

enough so that scattering interactions between the inclusions can be neglected. Next we assume

that the transmitted coherent plane wave is influenced only by the inclusions in a smtdl cone

about 6 = O which coincides with a few central Fresnel zones (Hulst, 1957). Then, approximating

A~m(@> +) bY A~~(070) and using the Parabolic approximation for the phase function –krnr, we

obtain

Atim(z + Az) = –iAz:~(z)A@im(z)
m

where

Am(z) = [Am~(O, O)]C~ (9)

is defined as the forward scattering coefficient at any value of z, In the limit as Az becomes small

this becomes the differential equation

:%(z) = –i :N(z)Am(z)zm(z) ~
m

(7)

(8)

(lo)



This equation can be integrated for

plane wave passing through a layer

a layer having total thickness Z to obtain the net effect upon a

(O< z <Z) having inclusions distributed with a density N(z)

i&(Z) =: umoe-i% ~zN(z)Am(z)dz
(11)

The result in equation (11) represents the average plane wave after it has propagated through a

layer of thickness Z. It is sometimes referred to as the coherent part of the total field. A similar

result was obtained by Groenenboom and Snieder (1995) for the twe-dimensional scalar problem

using the met hod of stationary phase.

The transmitted wave in equation (11) can also be expressed in the form (see Appendix C)

i&(Z) ==u~oe &(z)e-@m(z) (12)

where the non-dimensional phase shift & and attenuation ij~ are effective parameters which have

the simple relationships

&(Z) ❑= uAt~(Z) ,

with an effective travel time

%@)zijm(z) = —
2

(13)

deviation At~ and an effective scattering attenuation coefficient am.

Then, comparing equations (11) and (12), it is clear that

&(Z) ==-~ ~z N(z)lle {A~(z)} ck
m

(14)

and

(15)~ ~ziV(z)Im {A~(z)} dzqm(.q .: –3
m /

Using the optical theorem of equation (6) we also have

/
qm(z) =: : z N(z)am(z)dz

20
(16)

It is clear from equations (13) and (16) that a local attenuation coefficient am(z) can be defined by

am(z) = N(z)am(z) (17)



From equations (13) and (14) the time shift of the transmitted wave is

At~(Z) = –-$- /2 IV(z)l?e {Am(z)} G%
mO

This can be written as

where =(Z) is the weighted average

27rl z

/
K(.Z)= –~~ o N(z)l?e {Am(z)} dz

(18)

(19)

(20)

It follows that the effective velocity is given by

~~f =
1 – %(2)

(21)

Thus the time shift parameter of equation (20), which is essentially an average of the real part of

the forward scattering function, translates directly into an effective velocity.

The results contained in equations (11) to (21) are generally true for any size of inclusion if

the assumption of single scattering is justified. Note, however, that only scattering attenuation is

included here, and intrinsic attenuation due to absorption of energy must be included separately.

4 Attenuation and phase fluctuations

In the previous section formulas for the average attenuation and phase shift caused by propagation

through a layer containing randomly distributed inclusions were derived. Because of the randomness

involved in this problem, it is to be expected that there would be fluctuations about these average

values if a series of experiments were performed for different realizations of the inclusion distribution.

In order to estimate these fluctuations it is necessary to consider the squared scattering effect Alum12

given by
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= 2Re{u~OAufiJ} + lAu~)12

= 21u~012Re{[&~(6, 4)]c~ ‘-ik;(r-z) } + IAu:)12 (22)

The next step is to calculate

a thin slab of thickness Az.

the spatial average of this expression as the wave propagates through

The first term on the right presents no problem, as it is essentially

the expression evaluated in equation (7). For the second term on the right we follow a procedure

similar to that used for equation (7) and have

lAu~(z + AZ)12 = Az~(z) /m /m IAu$)(z, y, Z)12dd$/
Ooca

= AzlV(.z)/u~(z)lz /m~ /mml[A~~(Ifl, @)]C~12%

For the case where the scatterers are spheres of radius R, the results given in the Appendix A

(equation A-5) for the Mie scattering regime (kmlt = 1) can be substituted into equation (22).

Evaluations of the resulting integrals are given in Appendix B, and we have

lAu~(z + AZ)12 = 2mAz~(z)@~(z)121A~(z)/2G~ (23)

where G~ is a non-dimensional function of frequency and elastic parameters. The complete ex-

pression for the averaged fluctuations is thus

A@~(z + Az)/2 = Az~(z)/u~(z)12
[
&n{Am(z)} + 27rlAm(z)12Gm

m 1

which can ah be written in terms of the scattering cross section of equation

Alum(/z + A.z)lz = Az~(z)lu~(z)12 [-am(Z) -+ 2m@m(z)12Gm]

In the low-frequency limit k~R <1 (Rayleigh scattering) equation

Alu~(z + AZ)12 = AZ~(Z)]Um(Z)12”[–Om(Z) + 27rlA~(z)12G#J]

(24a)

(6) as

(24b)

(24) can be reduced to

(25)



with constant /G$) I < 1. In the high-frequency limit kmR >> 1 itbecomes

A/u~(z + AZ)12 =
[

AzlV(z)lu~(z)12 –%(z)+ =lA~(z)12] (26)
m

However, as pointed out in Appendix A, equation (A-6) should be used in place of equation (A-5)

at high frequencies, and this leads to

Alu~(z + AZ)12 = AziV(z)lu~(z)12
[

4T
-%’(z) + & R2

‘m
.

A~(z)[2] (27)

Equations (26) and (27) differ by the insignificant factor 1.125, which justifies the use of equation

(24) for all frequencies.

Consider the general result of equation (24) and take the limit as Az 40 to obtain

:1%(+12 = iv(z) [-em(z) + 2x/Am(z) 12Gm]Ium(.z)lz (28)

Integrating this equation from z = Oto z = Z yields

lu~(Z)12 = lum012e- Lz ‘(z)an(z)~z e2*J0z ‘(’)l~~(z)[2Gmdz (29)

This result represents the fluctuations in the transmitted field after passing through a layer of

arbitrary thickness Z.

The variance of the transmitted field is given by

V(Z7’ {Urn(z)} = {Um(z)p – ]Zm(z)lz (30)

and from equation (11) and (6)

li&(Z)12 = lu~012e- 42 ‘(z)a”’’(z)dz (31)

Thus

var {urn(Z)} = lumo12e
[

- ~OzlV(z)am(z}dz e29r4z N(z)lAm(z)12Gmdz _ ~

1
(32)
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This expression clearly shows the two competing effects that control the fluctuations in the trans-

mitted field. The term in brackets, which represents the conversion of energy from the coherent

field into ranciom fluctuations, starts from zero when Z = Oand grows continuously as Z increases.

This growth is tempered by the decaying term in front of the brackets, representing the continuous

loss of energy from the coherent field caused by the scattering. As is shown below, the combination

of these two effects leads to a maximum in the fluctuations at a particular value of Z.

Note that another method of characterizing the relative size of the fluctuations is in

coefficient of variation defined as

[ 1[

var {urn(Z)} 1/2 = 1/2

(5’OV =
~27rfOz IV(z) [An.t(z)12Gmdz _ ~

I%L(Z)12 1

terms of a

(33)

This result shows that the relative size of the fluctuations grows monotonically with the distance

of propagation.

It is shown in Appendix C that the average squared value of the phase shift of equation (14)

and the attenuation of equation (15) are equal to each other and have the value

1khn.(z)li= kt(z)12 = T zA@)lAm(z)12Gm (LZ
o

(34)

When the high frequency result of equation (27) is used in place of equation (24), the variance

becomes

- J,zN(z)c7m(z)dz

[

~~ J’ N(z)*dz _ ~
oar {urn(Z)} = Iumol’e 1 (35)

Numerical calculations at high frequencies reveal that in general

h {[Am, JO,O)]C~} > Be {[A~~(O, O)],-}

and therefore :from equation (6) it follows that

[A~(z)12 w lhn{[A~~(0,0)]%}12 = (k~;;(z~)2
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This result is also consistent with formula (A-3). Substituting it into equation (35) results in

2 – JozN(z)um(z)dzvar {ttm(Z)} = ltt~Ol e
[

& JT N(z)+$bz –11 (36)

A further simplification is possible if we use an asymptotic expression for the scattering cross-section

am x 27rR2when k~R + co to obtain

2 –2fffoz N(2)R%var {urn(Z)} = /umO/ e
[
~m~z IV(.z)R2dz_ ~1 (37)

When the inclusions are all uniform with respect to size, elastic parameters, and density, the result

for high frequencies reduces to the simple form

[
var {urn(Z)} = [umo12e–2rNR2z e=NR2z – 1] (38)

This result says that for scatterers large compared to the wavelength of the incident wave, the

fluctuations in the scattered field are independent of frequency and proportional to the density of

scatterers IV and the squared radius of the inclusions.

Consider again the general expression for the variance given in equation (32). It is straightfor-

ward to show in both of the limit cases u 40 and u 4 co that

27rlAm(z)12Gm < am(z)

Although an analytical demonstration has not yet been found, numerical calculations indicate

that this result holds for all frequencies. Assuming this to be true in general, it follows that

var {u~(Z)} ~ O as Z ~ co. From equation (32) it is obvious that var {urn(Z)} a O as Z 40.

Thus the variance

this maximum is

.
Pz

must have a maximum at some intermediate value Z = 2. The condition for

2x] ~(Z)b4n(Z),2GtndZ=Jn
[

am(z)
o am(z) – 2TlAm(.@Gm 1 (39)
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Introducing the concentration c(z) = ~&!3N(z) as the fraction of the volume occupied by inclusions

and assuming that it and the inclusion properties are constant at low frequencies leads to

(40)

5 Attenuation for small scatterers

In the low frequency range where the inclusions are small compared to a wavelength (Rayleigh scat-

tering), the scattering coefficients have fairly simple forms for the case of a homogeneous spherical

inclusion. From Korneev and Johnson (1996) we have the (un-normalized) scattering cross sections

{(;(A1 – AZ)+ /J1 – /.k2
(JP = ;k;R6

3k+/.41+2/J2
)2+;(:-1)2(1+;)

+H:-:)2W’2+$)}

{( )

2

()
o~=~k4R6 fi-1 (73+2)+2 ~—l

27 s 5 /42
2 ;(275 + 3)

P2 )

Also,

where

and

‘S=ww%w)]

(41a)

(41b)

(42)

(43a)

(43b)

D is defined in Appendix A.

Using equation (42) and substituting the concentration that was previously defined, the time

shift of transmitted waves from equation (18 becomes

Atm(Z) = & ~z C(,Z)fim(Z)d2

12



The time shift parameter of equation (20) is now

(44)

which is independent of frequency. Thus at low frequencies there is a constant time shift and a

nondispersive effective velocity.

For the low-contrast case where

the expressions in equations (41) and (43) simplify to

(45b)

(46a)

The time shift parameter of equation

so that

/

z
Atm = ~vm(~)dz

c(~) ~
o m

(46b)

(44) then has the simple form

(47)

Note that when c(z) and $v~(z) are constant, equation (21) can be put in the form

vg~ —v~ = b?g pm
— =—

V;f V&f vm
(48)

This is a particularly simple relationship between the relative change in the effective velocity and

the relative change in the inclusion velocity.
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It is instructive to compare these low-frequency results with the effective media results of Kuster

and Toksoz (1974). They used a low-frequency single-scattering approach to derive relationships

between effective elastic moduli and the individual moduli of the composite material components.

Their results can be used to estimate the velocity of P and S waves, but not the attenuation. In

terms of the notation used in this paper, their results are obtained by solving the following system

of equations

K.f – K2 K1 – Kz

3Kef + 4~ = c 3K1 + 4p2
(49a)

kf – P2 Pl – /42

6p.j(K2 + 2&z) + #z(9K2 + 8/.J2) = c 6p1(K2 + 2/L2)+ p2(9Kz + 8p2)

A?j – P2 = c (PI – P2)

where the following bulk moduli have been introduced

K1 = Al + & , K2 =A2+;p2, K,j =&j+

(49b)

(49C)

We have performed a numerical comparison between the low-frequency formulas for velocity

derived in this paper and those obtained with the approach of Kuster and Toksoz (1974). The

matrix mediuml was chosen with properties:

vp2 = 5.3 km/s , VS2,= 3.2 km/s , p2 = 2.65 gm/cm3

In Figure 2a the effective velocities v~f and v~~calculated by both methods are plotted as functions

of concentration c for low-velocity scatterers with properties:

‘uPl = 3.0 km/s , VSI= 2.0 km/s , pl = 2.6 gm/cm3

Figure 2b shows a similar comparison for high-velocity scatterers with properties:

Vpl = 7.0 ikm~s , Vsl = 4.0 km/s , pl = 3.0 gm/cm3
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The two methods give almost the same results for both low-velocity and high-velocity inclusions

for the low concentrations where the theories are valid. These results demonstrate that at low

frequencies the results of this paper are entirely consistent with effective media expressions, such

as those of Kuster and Toksoz (1974). It is worth noting that these results should only be used for

concentrations c <0.5, as the meanings of “matrix” and “inclusion” are reversed for larger values.

6 Numerical modeling of scattering

The effect of scattering on propagating plane elastic waves was simulated by using the exact scat-

tering solution for a single elastic sphere (Korneev and Johnson, 1993a,1996). The design of the

experiment is shown in Figure 1. A thin slab of a scattering medium having thickness Az was

simulated by distributing a large number of spherical inclusions having the same radius I? and

with random spacing so that the z coordinates of all the centers of the spheres were in the in-

terval (–Az, O). Plane elastic P and S wave pulses containing a broad range of frequencies were

propagated in the positive z direction. Offset a distance h from’ the scattering region, were a set

of 4? receivers having a separation interval of Ax. The lateral size of the box, 20 km x 20 km,

was taken large in comparison to h and As in order to achieve the effect of a layer having infinite

extent. The concentration was taken to be c = 10%, which required a rather large number of

scatterers N = 5300. The other parameters used were h = 4 km , 1? = 0.1 km, Ax = 0.5 km and

Ax = 0.5 km. The material properties of the background medium were

vp2 = 5.3 km/s , v~z = 3.2 km/s , pz = 2.65 gm/cm3

and for the scatterers they were

VP1= 3.0 km/s , V,l = 2.0 km/s , pl = 2.6 gm/cm3

15



The calculated transmitted seismograms at 20 different values of x for both an incident S wave

and an incident P wave are shown in F&ure 3. In ‘both cases there is a fairly coherent direct wave

followed by a long coda of incoherent scattered waves. Note that only the principal component of

the incident wave is shown, which is the x component for an incident S wave and the z component

for an incident P wave. This explains why there is not a significant amount of scattered energy

preceding the coherent transmitted S wave in this figure, as this energy appears on the z component.

There is also some low level noise present on the traces due to the wrap-around associated with

the finite time window used in the numerical Fourier transform.

The Fourier transforms of the seismograms shown in Figure 3 were calculated and then the

relationships c)f equations (12) and (13) used to estimate the attenuation parameter Aijm(z + Az)

from the modulus and the phase shift parameter A?m(z + A.z) from the phase. The results are

shown as dotted lines in Figure 4 (incident S wave) and in Figure 5 (incident P wave). In each case

the calculations were performed on a single seismogram (upper panels in the figures) and for the

average of all 20 seismograms (lower panels in the figures). Note that the phase is ambiguous by

multiples of 2n and this ambiguity can sometimes be removed by searching for discontinuities. This

unwrapping of the phase was attempted for the phaae calculated from the averaged seismogram,

but not for that of the single seismogram where the high degree of randomness in the data did

not permit a ~stable result. Also shown in Figures 4 and 5 are the analytical estimates for the

attenuation and phase calculated from equation (8) (heavy solid lines) and the analytical estimates

for the fluctuations calculated from equation (24) (light solid lines shown as plus and minus one

standard deviation). For the comparison with the average seismograms it was assumed that the

fluctuations accumulated randomly so that the variance of the average decreased as K-l, where

K = 20 was the number of seismograms that were a,veraged.
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The results of Figures 4 and 5 form the basis for several genera3 observations. First, the

analytical estimates are in reasonable agreement with the numerical results for both the mean and

variance. For a single seismogram the statistical uncertain y is so large that only general trends can

be identified, but in the case of the averaged seismograms a much more quantitative evaluation of

the agreement can be performed. The agreement is slightly better for the attenuation than for the

phase, which contains the additiomd complication of phase unwrapping. An associated observation

is that, due to the statistical fluctuations, it may be impractical in many situations to reliably

estimate attenuation and phase from a single seismogram, and the advantages of using spatially

averaged data are significant. A second general observation is that the results exhibit relatively

simple behavior at low frequencies where the wave parameter is less than about 2. In this range

the numerical and analytical results are in good agreement (even for a single seismogram) and

the phase shows a linear dependence upon frequency. The third general observation concerns the

behavior at high frequencies. Although there are both long and short wavelength oscillations in the

results that are associated with the dimensions and properties of the scatterers, the trend in the

attenuation is a constant non-zero value and the trend in the phase is a constant value of about

zero.

In the discussion following equation (32) it was pointed out that, due .to the competing effects

of conversion of energy from the coherent field and the resultant decay of the coherent field, the

amplitude of the fluctuations in the transmitted field will have a maximum at a particular prop-

agation distante. Note that an expression for the maximum is given in equation (4o), but this is

not a particularly simple function of either frequency or wave type. This phenomenon is shown for

various values of frequency in Figure 6, where it is clear that the fluctuations rise from a value of

zero at smti distances and decay to zero again at large distances, which requires that there be a

maximum at some intermediate distance. It appears that the distante to the maximum decreases as
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the frequency increases. It also appears in this figure that the distance to the maximum is greater

for S waves than P waves at low frequencies, but the situation is reversed at high frequencies.

These tendencies are shown more clearly in Figure 7, which graphs the position of the maximum

as a function of frequency. Here it is clear that the distance to the maximum decreases rapidly at

low frequencies, but then stabilizes at a fairly constant value at high frequencies. Also, while the

distance to the maximum is greater for S waves than P waves at low frequencies, this relationship

begins to alternate with increasing frequency and both types of waves show similar behavior at the

highest frequencies.

Equation (21) shows how the phase shift of the coherent transmitted wave can be converted to

an effective velocity by interpreting the phase as a time shift. Applying this result to the average

of the seismograms in Figure 3 (thus using the mean phase in Figures 4d and 5d) results in the

dispersion curves shown in Figure 8. In this example of low velocity inclusions the velocities at low

frequencies (Rayleigh scattering regime) are less than the background values and thus represent

effective media values, as predicted by the results of Figure 2a. At high frequencies (ray theory

regime) the velocities approach those of the background, as expected. At intermediate frequencies,

there is a more complex dependence upon frequency that includes both minima and maxima in

the dispersion curves, with these features associated with the minima and maxima of the phase

curves in Figures 4d and 5d. Note that these minima and maxima do not have to be at the same

frequency for 1? and S waves, so the ratio of these velocities can exhibit an even more complicated

behavior.

7 Discussion and conclusions

The analytical results of this paper provide a method of estimating the effects of scattering upon

a plane wave propagating through a layer of randomly distributed spherical inclusions. Formulas
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have been obtained for both the average field and the statistical fluctuations about this average.

The general results can be used for inclusions of arbitrary size and contrast and for all frequencies,

but approximations for small inclusions or low contrast inclusions have also been included. These

analytical results have been validated by comparing them with effective media estimates at low

frequencies and with numerical simulations over the entire frequency range. In both cases the

agreement is satisfactory, which suggests that appropriate approximations were used in evaluating

the various integrals encountered in the theoretical development.

The results displayed in Figures 4 and 5 show that the relatively simple expressions of equations

(14) and (15) do an acceptable job over a broad frequency range of describing phase and attenuation

effects upon a wave propagating through a region containing scatterers. The fluctuations calculated

with equation (32) also serve as adequate bounds on the statistical uncertainty of the mean field.

What is also clear in Figures 4 and 5 (panels a and b) is that, because of the random fluctuations, any

attempt to reliably estimate the characteristics of the scattering on the basis of a single seismogram

may be a difficult task. Only the phase shift at low frequencies shows a reasonable approximation

to the mean field. Note that non-physical negative values of attenuation are common in the results

for a single seismogram. This means that in most cases some sort of spatial averaging of the

observational data will be necessary before stable values of the mean phase and attenuation can be

estimated.

Assuming that an averaging process has been applied which has reduced the fluctuations to a

acceptable fraction of the mean value, it is of interest to consider how data such as that shown

in Figures 4 and 5 can be interpreted in terms of material properties of the scattering medium.

Measurements at high frequencies of velocity (or phase) are only dependent upon the background

medium and thus can be used to estimate VPZ,VSZ,and P2. Measurements of velocity at low

frequencies can be combined with equations (21), (43), and (44) to provide constraints on the
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properties of the inclusions VP1,V,2, p2 and the concentration c. For the low-contrast case the even

simpler result of equation (48) can be used. The first peak in the phase curve is a well defined

feature and constraints on the material properties can be obtained by fitting the analytica3 results

to the data. For instance, in the low-contrast case it can be shown that the position of this first

peak is given by

(50)

Similar constraints are provided by measurements of attenuation. Using equation (16), and

assuming a uniform distribution of the concentration and type of inclusions, we have

(51)

At low frequencies (Rayleigh regime) where the attenuation is rapidly increasing, the proportionality

of u~ w LU4R6can be used to obtain

gin(Z) w CR3ZW4 (52)

Fitting this expression (including the appropriate proportionality factors from equation 41) to the

attenuation places constraints on c and R. At high frequencies (k~li? >> 1) where the attenuation

is approximately constant the limiting value of u~ = 2TR2 leads to

(53)

This is second constraint on c and R provided by the attenuation data, which means that inde-

pendent estim~atesof these two parameters are possible. Note that in the limits of low and high

frequencies the!attenuation data are independent of the velocities and

phase data are mainly sensitive to the material properties, while the

sensitive to the geometry of the inclusions.
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Some information about the properties of the scattering medium can also be extracted from the

level of the fluctuations. At high frequencies this level becomes independent of frequency. Noting

that the mean value of the phase goes to zero in this range, one can start with equation (34) and

use the same arguments that led to equation (38) to obtain

(54)

This provides another constraint on c and R.

In this paper the attenuation has been described with the non-dimensional attenuation q~ or

the attenuation parameter am. Another common method of defining attenuation is in terms of the

quality factor Q. The relationships between the various definitions are

Using the same limits discussed above, at low frequencies we have

and at high frequencies

The results of this paper have been demonstrated with calculations and examples that assumed

inclusions having the’ same type and size, but the results are much more general than this. For

instance, in the basic results of equations (14), (15), and (32) the critical elements are integrals

involving expressions of the form N(z).F{Am(z)}, where N(z) is the density of scatterers having

the forward scattering coefficients Am(z) and 1? is some function of Am. This is easily generalized

to the situation where there are J different types of scatterers, each having its own distribution in

density N@(z) and scattering coefficients A!#(z). Then the basic results involve integrals of the
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form

jz N(z).F{A~(z)}dz = ~ ~z N[j@{A:@)}dz
o j=~ 0

This allows calculations to be made for rather arbitrary distributions of inclusions, with the only

restrictions being that the distributions only be a function of z and that the total concentration be

small.

The results presented in this paper are only valid for small values of the concentration c. This

restriction can be removed for the case oft he average field, and Kaelin and Johnson (1998) develop a

self-consistent version oft he results in this paper for the coherent wave. What results is an implicit

expression for the attenuation and phase, which means that an optimization problem has to be

solved at each frequency.

in the transmitted wave.

An equivalent treatment has not yet been developed for the fluctuations
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Appendix A

h evaluating fluctuations in the scattered field it is necessary to take into account the angular de-

pendence of the scattering coefficients. Expressions fbr the angular scattering coefficients A~p(6J, ~)
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and A~JO, ~) can be found in Korneev and Johnson (1996) for the case where the inclusion is a

homogeneous sphere of radius R. Here we will need approximate results for the Mie scattering

regime kmR % 1. For the forward scattering direction and an incident P wave this is

[APP(O,q5)]. = 3AP(0)j~ COS6 (A-1)

where

k2R2

{

1 :(h – ~2) + w – /L2
Ap(o) = * – -

2 ;(;A1 + /Jl) + P2
+ (:-1) - $(:-M}

Here jl is the spherical Bessel function of the first order, and

& = 2kPR sin ~

D=l. +—:5 (: – 1)(3 + 272)

For an incident S wave the corresponding result is

[A..(6, ~)]z M 3A,(0)3~ COS 8 (A-2)

where

A.(O) =
?{(:-’) “ $(:-1)}

and

At high frequencies kmR >1 it is more valid to use the approximation obtained by Dubrovsky

and Morochnik (1983) for low-contrast spherical inclusions.

where J1 is the cylindrical Bessel function and

q~=k~R(4($l)2+(?2)’,- 6~=2k~R(--l)
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Because the forward scattering direction where 6 is small is of primary interest, equation (A-3) can

be approilmated so that it is normalized for the arbitrary-contrast high-frequency case and then it

(A-4)

With the above results it is now possible to calculate the squared modulus of the change in the

incident wave, which is useful when considering random fluctuations in the scattered field, For the

Mie case t;hisis

/A~$j/2 = 9/~wo/21Arn(C))12%J*
m

For the high frequency case it is

lAu~112 = 41um0121A~(0)12;k~~;fl\
m

It will be shown later that for the purposes of

equations is insignificant.

Append[ix B

(A-5)

(A-6)

this paper the difference between these last two

To evaluate the integral associated with the fluctuations in the transmitted field

I= /w/j[&d’jf#)lcml’$#
(xl

(B-1)

it is necessary to use more accurate expressions for the scattering function [Amm(6, @)]C~ than for

the case of the average field (equation 7). We no longer can take advantage of an oscillating factor

which tended to concentrate the contribution in the vicinity of 6 s O, but must now integrate over

a wider aperture, which requires a more accurate specification of the angular dependence of the

scattering function.

[A~m(6, ~)]%

Therefore we use a scattering function in the form

= a~l(~~) lArn(z)l

{

z, m.p

An 1%(0,0)1
[%wn(~~,d)lcm, cm =

z, m=s
(B-2)
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where Mm (6,@) is the Rayleigh solution for the sphere of an arbitrary contrast taken from Korneev

and Johnson (1996). Introduction of the ratio -[, with function Am(z) from equation (9)

allows the applicability of equation (B-2) to be extended to higher frequencies while still taking

advantage of the main contribution of [A~~ (f?,q5)]C~in equation (B-1) for small angles.

For an incident P wave we have

[%?46, 4)12
,~(*, -)), = cos@l +2% Cosd + p,cos’e)

where we have introduced the notation

ao=al+az+as

Substituting equation (B-3) in equation (B-1) results in

~=/@ /~K,,(84)].12% = 27+4P(z)12G,
00 co

where

6 (oR
GP = ~ gk(wp)pk> U)p = 2—

k=2 vp2

and the coefficients Pk have the simple forms

P2 = p: , P3 = 2p~p’ , P4 = 2pIps + pi

(B-3)

(B-4)

(B-5)



The functions g~(w) are integrals of the form

(B-6)

These integrals can be analytically

As k increases the expressions for

evaluated for 1.OWvalues of k. For instance, when k = Owe have

sin2d 4

/)

~ sin2 t
— ——

d4
—dt ,

dzot
d = Wmj& (B-7)

g~(w) become increasingly bulky and contain special functions

similar to the go case. An examination of these integral expressions revealed that, for the purposes

of this pape:r, the exact expressions were not

were sufficiently accurate

1

‘k(wm) = 4(k + 2) (1 + %j$(k+ 2)) ‘

necessary and the following approximate expressions

k = 0,1,2,... (B-8)

A demonstration of this fact is given in Figure B-1, where the exact (equation B-6) and approximate

(equation B-8) expressions are compared for k = O, ... 6. Note that for large arguments (high

frequencies) all gk approach the same asymptotic value

(B-9)

In the case of an incident S wave we have

[R,.(6, @)lz ~ ~ .

~~ =
I sm2 @ + COS2# COS20) + Sz(COS2@ – sin2 # – 2COS2~cos20) cos O (B-1O)

where

b:l bz

‘1 = ~;’ ‘2 = ~’

b.= bl- b2
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Corresponding to equation (B-4), we have for S waves

!
~ l[A..@,q$)].129 = 27rlA.(z)12G.

03

where

6
G. = ~ gk[T.u.)Sk,

k=O

WR
W8= 2—

V,2

(B-II)

(B-12)

and the g~ functions are the same as those defined in equation (B-6). The coefficients sk are given

by

It is easy to show that at low frequencies the functions

Gin(w) = G$)

do not depend on frequency and satisfy the inequalities

IG$)I <1

whereas at high frequencies they approach

()
2

G.(w) = ~

Appendix C

The body of this paper contains expressions for the mean field and the

it propagates through a layer containing randomly distributed scatterers.

similar results for the phase shift and attenuation of the propagating wave.

mean squared field as

It is desirable to have

Starting with equation

(5), the primary component of the total field after interaction with a single scatterer is

[

-ikm(r-z)

u “ ii~ = u~O + Au:) = ‘Umo 1 + [A~JO, @)]C~e
T 1 (c-l)
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In terms of increments in phase and attenuation this can also be represented as

Assuming the change in phase and attenuation are small, this is

Comparing this with equation (C-1) yields

~–ikm(r–z)

~A&z – Alirt = [Amm(d> #)]cw
T

or, equivalently,

Aqm ❑=– ~Re {[A~~(O, +)],~e-ikrn(~-zl }

(c-2)

(c-3)

(c-4)

(c-5)

Following the same procedure used in deriving equation (8), the phase and attenuation can be

averaged ovler a thin slab to obtain

iA&(z + Az) – Agm(.z + Az) = – i;~(z)Am(z)Az
m

This result can be converted to two differential equations which

tions (14) and (15).

(c-7)

can be integrated to obtain equa-

Next, following the same procedure used in deriving equation (24), we obtain the squared

deviations

This

Al@m(z + AZ)12 + Alqm(z + AZ)12 = 21TN(Z)/A~(Z)12G~AZ

can be integrated with respect to z to obtain

——

/
l+~(z)l’ + lqm(z)12 = 27T z N(z)i&(z)12Gm dz

o

(C-8)

(c-9)
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It k also possible to start with equations (C-4) and show that so long as

2LZ(T – z) > Pm.

where /3~ is given in Appendm A, the squared fluctuations will be evenly distributed between ~

and ~ and thus

/l#~(Z)12 = kh(z)l’ = m ‘N(z) lAn@2G~ G?.z
o
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Figure

Figure 1

Captions

‘The basic geometry for the scattering problems considered in thhi paper. A plane P or

S wave propagating in the z direction encounters a thin slab of thickness Az containing randomly

distributed spherical scatterers having material properties different from the background medium.

A distance h on the other side of the slab there is a line of receivers spaced a distance Az apart in

the z direction.

Figure 2 Comparison between effective velocities calculated with the low-frequency results from

this paper (solid lines) and the effective media results of Kuster and Toksoz (dashed lines). The

background medium has properties: VP= 5.3 km/see, v, = 3.2 km/see, p = 2.65 gm/cm3. Part (a)

is for low velocity scatterers with properties: VP= 3.0 km/see, v~ = 2.0 km~sec, p = 2.6 gm/cm3.

Part (b) is for high velocity scatterers with properties: VP = 7.0 km/see, v. = 4.o km/see,

p = 3.0 gm/cm3.

Figure 3 Synthetic seismograms for waves that have been transmitted through a slab of thickness

Az = 0.5 km containing spherical scatterers randomly distributed with a concentration c = 0.1.

For this example the background medium has properties: VPZ= 5.3 km/see, v,2 = 3.2 km/See,

pz = 2.65 gm/cm3 while

P1 = 2.60!gm/cm3 The

direction is h = 4.o km

the scatterers have the lower values: VP1= 3.0 km/see, vS1= 2.0 km/see,

results are shown for 20 different values of x where the offset in the z

and the spacing in the z direction is Ax = 0.5 km. Part (a) is for an

incident S wave and the transmitted waves are shown for the z component. Part (b) is for an

incident P wave and the transmitted waves are shown for the z component.

Figure 4 Scattering characteristics for an incident S wave as calculated by taking Fourier trans-

forms of the seismograms in Figure 3a, where the results for a single seismogram are shown in the
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upper panels (a and b) and the results for the average of all the seismograms are shown in the

lower panels (c and d). The results of these transforms are shown as broken lines, while analytical

estimates for the mean values are shown as heavy solid lines and analytical estimates. for the mean

plus and minus one standard deviation are shown as light solid lines. The nondimensional atten-

uation is shown on the left (a and c) and the nondimensional phase is shown on the right (b and

d).

Figure 5 Similar to Figure 4 for an incident P wave and the seismograms of Figure 3b.

Figure 6 Amplitude of the fluctuations as a function of the non-dimensional distance of propagation

cZ/.R, where R is the radius of the scatterers, c their concentration, and Z the distante of propa-

gation. The results are shown for various values of the non-dimensional frequency W~ = wR/v~2,

where u is angular frequency, v~2 is the background velocity, and m can be either p for an incident

P wave or .s for an incident S wave. The material properties are the same as those used in Figure

3.

Figure 7 Similar to Figure 6 except that the non-dimensional distance to the maximum in the

fluctuation amplitude curve is now plotted as a function of non-dimensional frequency wR/v, for

both incident S waves (dashed line) and incident P waves (solid line).
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Figure 8 Theoretical effective velocities for the transmitted coherent P and S waves as a function

oft he non-dimensional frequency uR/v,.

Figure B-1 The functions gk(w), k = 0,1, ‘2,3,4,5,6 (solid lines) and their approximations (dashed

lines).
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Figure 1 The basic geometry for the scattering problems considered in this paper. A plane P or
S wave propagating in the z direction encounters a thin slab of t~lclcness Az containing randomly
distributed spherical scatterers having material properties different from the background medium.
A distance h on the other side of the slab there is a line of receivers spaced-a distance Ax apart in
the z direction.
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calculated with the low-frequency results from
this paper (solid lines) and the effective media results of Kuster and Toksoz (dashed lines). The
background medium has properties: VP= 5.3 km/see,, VS= 3.2 krn/see, p = 2.65 gm/cm3. Part (a)
is for low velocity scatterers with properties: up = 3.0 km~sec, VS= 2.0 km/see, p = 2.6 gm/cm3.
Part (b) is for high velocity scatterers with properties: VP = 7.0 km/see, v. = 4.0 km/see,
p = 3.0 gm/cm3.
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Figure 3 Synthetic seismograms for waves that have been transmitted through a slab of thickness
Az = 0.5 km containing spherical scatterers randomly distributed with a concentration c = 0.1.
For this example the background medkrn has properties: tJP2= 5.3 km/see, v~2 = 3.2 krn/see,
p2 = 2.65 gm/cm3 while the scatterers have the Iower vaIues: VPI= 3.o km/see, v~l = 2.0 km/see,

PI = 2.60 gm/cm3 The results are shown for 20 different values of x where
direction is it = 4.0 km and the spacing in the x direction is Ax = 0.5 km.
incident S wave and the transmitted waves are shown for the z component.
incident P wave and the transmitted waves are shown for the z component.
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Part (a) is for an
Part (b) is for an
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Figure 4 Scattering characteristics for an incident S wave as calculated by taking Fourier trans-
forms of the seismograms in Figure 3a, where the results for a single seismogram are shown in the
upper panels (a and b) and the r~ults for the average of all the seismograms are shown in the
lower panels (c and d). The results of these transforms are shown as broken lines, while analytical
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d).
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Figure 5 Similar to Figure 4 for an incident P wave and the seismograms of Figure 3b.
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Figure~ Amplitude of the fluctuations as a function of the non-dimensional distance of propagation
cZ/R, where R is the radius of the scatterers, c their concentration, and Z the distance of propa-
gation. The results are shown for various values of the non-dimensional frequency Wm= @VtA
where w is angular frequency, u~2 is the background velocity, and m can be either j for an in~dent -.
P wave or s for an incident S wave. The material properties are the same as those used in Fi@re “’
3.
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Figure 7 Similar to ??&re 6 except that the non-dimensionaI distance to the maximum in the
fluctuation amplitude curve is now plotted as a function of non-dimensional frequency wR/vs for
both incident S waves (dashed line) and incident P waves (solid line).
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Figure 8 Theoretical effective velocities for the transmitted coherent P and S waves as a function
of the non..dimensional frequency uR/v~.
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Figure B-1 The functions g~(w), k = 0,1,2,3,4,5,6 (solid lines) and their approximations (dashed
lines).
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